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The Bush administration promotes world--over 6 percent a year. The reforms
broader security relations with India as a result from a system of democratic governanceP resident Bush has made closer rea- priority yet maintains wide-ranging sanctions that has united a diverse country of "a million

lionis with India a priority, thereby against this giant of the subcontinent to pun- mutinies" and brokered a process of slow but
intensifying a process begun by the ish it for its 1998 nuclear tests. The adminis- peaceful change and modernization. An elected

previous administration. Strengthening us.- tration inherited policies that restrict high parliament, an increasingly assertive judiciary,
India ties and cooperation on Asia-Pacific technology and military exports to India, a free and lively press, and a boisterous civil
security issues can advance national inter- mandate that the United States vote against society will remain characteristics of Indian
ests in regional stability by reducing the risk some development loans to India from the democracy in this century. The country's under-
of nuclear war on the subcontinent. World Bank and the Asian Development Bank, lying strength is its educated middle class,

Thre first step in thre process is to peel and limit cooperation with the Indian military which numbers about 300 million (in a popu-
away remaining punitive sanctions against establishment. The administration is in the lation of one billion), many of whom are
India. Although symbolic of the commitment to process of lifting restrictions on high-level English speakers and aggressively entrepreneur-
nonproliferation, sanctions are manifestly military contacts and is consulting with New ial. The overseas extension of the middle class is
ineffective and counterproductive in South Delhi on its plans for missile defense, a con- the Indian diaspora, which helps establish links
Asia. This applies to Pakistan as well as India. cept that India has applauded. that serve India's political and economic inter-

Only India can initiate changes in the Indian leaders would welcome closer ties ests. The ties between Silicon Valley in Califor-
regional security atmosphere. The administra- with the United States. Prime Minister Vajpayee nia and Bangalore and Hyderabad in India are
tion should focus on encouraging New Delhi believes that the two are "natural allies." India but one example of this phenomenon.
to follow policies of restraint. Improved secu- has long been interested in America as a source India has entered an era of coalition
rity relations will create equities that enable of technology and investment and as a market politics that will endure through at least this
Washington to further encourage restraint, for its exports; it now hopes that bilateral decade. Neither of the two national parties-

Restraint would mean resuming a dia- cooperation will leverage its power in a sphere the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) nor the
logue with Pakistan on nuclear issues; not that extends from Southeast Asia to Central Congress Party-has the strength to form a
deploying nuclear weapons; no further test- Asia and the Persian Gulf. government alone, and each will rely on al-
ing; and defining a minimum deterrent that The overriding American priority for India liances with smaller state-based or caste-based
engenders greater stability, that is, does not is regional stability-the avoidance of nuclear parties with narrow agendas. Huge income
create incentives for either a first strike or war on the subcontinent and of heightened disparities separate the economically dynamic
for Pakistan to enhance its deterrent,' tensions with China. At the same time, India's states in the south and west from those in the

U.S. policy should link expanded bilat- gathering economic strength, its commitment north and the northeast. Successful states will
eral ties to regular and more substantive to democracy, its potential to act as a stabiliz- demand policy independence from New Delhi,
military-to-military contacts. China and ing force in the Asia-Pacific region, and its role while the poorer will look to the central
Pakistan may feel threatened by improved as a market-democracy alternative to Chinese government to protect their interests. Indian
U.S.-India relations, and Pakistan may seek dictatorship are al factors that reinforce the politics is becoming more fractious and com-
help from China or North Korea. Washington logic of improved relations. petitive, but the institutions of its market-
should counter this possibility by reassuring A decade of deregulation combined with democracy are sound. If Indian leaders con-
Beijing and also rebuilding badly damaged booming software exports have made India one tinue to liberalize the economy, broker regional
relations with Islamabad. of the fastest growing economies in the income disparities, and address emerging

environmental challenges, rapid growth will be
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sustained and Indian influence in Asia will ideology and Cold War tensions. India's goal is to China. Coming out of the nuclear closet was
grow proportionally. an independent foreign policy, with freedom to a way to escape this cul-de-sac and ensure that

form issue-based coalitions that suit its pur- India would he taken seriously.
Pragmatic Policies poses and leverage its strengths. The problem with this logic was that

Indian long-term strategic interests aePakistan felt compelled to match the Indian
defined by a quest for influence, economicr Out of the Closet tests and declare itself a nuclear weapon state,
advantage, and eventual acceptance as a major The Clinton administration felt betrayed onrteasboting ent Indimr angeanal yst nationl
power. To these ends, Jndian diplomats: when India exploded five nuclear devices in the ize that withbconthnnt Indian and alystanrasiovert

*Encourage the emergence of a multipo- Rajasthan desert in May 1998. The administra- nuclear weapon states, mutual deterrence
lar world in which India plays a balancing role tion had been in the midst of a complicated would foster greater stability. Nuclear bombs,

n Work to ensure that the Indian economy effort to get relations with India out of their they averred, were defensive weapons and not
remains on the receiving end of large net Cold War rut and to gain passage of the Coin- intended for warfighting. India's declaration of
capital flows and technology transfers from the prehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), which a no-first-use policy and Prime Minister
developed world required Indian participation to be effective. Vajpayee's bus diplomacy to Lahore in search

a Try to block any effort from abroad that The tests showed that New Delhi was going in of Indo-Pakistani detente were based on these
limits India's freedom of action to pursue its the opposite direction, towing Pakistan in its asupin.Sbeetevtsdm srtd
goals, whether a global warming treaty, the wake, and was fully cognizant that the blasts thti assumptions. Su seq luen tieeteonstrIndated
introduction of labor and environmental would precipitate a crisis in U.S.-India relations. tatsm ithwas Pakmjoiscalcwulatieound by Idat
standards into trade negotiations, or agree- Indian theories of deterrence.
ments to stem the proliferation of weapons of while neither India nor Pakistani military leaders intended their

Ths estpciasofndinfrin.oiydr Pakistan has actually weapons to deter a conventional or nuclearThe Coldlars wer Idoianatorion pofic thdepo ednc-a attack from India, and they refused to define aing th odWrwr oiaino h e ly dn ce rnuclear threshold. One senior officer com-
subcontinent, leadership of the nonaligned weapons, both are mented that Pakistan's threshold could be
movement, and a security relationship with developing capabilities described by transposing the first two letters of
the Soviet Union. Relations with the United the word nuclear; that is, it would remain
States were often confrontational, reflecting ucerbcueabgiyehne h
American willingness to arm Pakistan in India had already exploded a so-called unlearenbecaluse ambigity w eapnh.Pksance the i
return for its help in containing the Soviet peaceful nuclear device in 1974 and since then tary leaders also concluded that their capability
Union, and India's penchant for anti-Western, had followed a policy of ambiguity-having provided the cover to risk limited operations
Third World rhetoric to buttress its position in the capability but claiming not to have the (such as the Kargil incursion), because India
the nonaligned movement. The end of the bomb. Few put any stock in these assertions, would fear that widening a conflict might
Cold War made nonalignment irrelevant and Pakistan certainly did not as it single-mindedly escalate into a nuclear exchange.
reduced the utility of the security relationship built its nuclear weapon capability. The newly WienihrIdanrPksa a
with the Soviet Union. The decline in U.S.- elected BJP government justified its tests 00 two actully deployerIdi nucer we isapns bohare
Pakistan relations opened new possibilities for grounds. First, India's strategic position had devalyeploping capabltes, wapndK shmi ontinures
detente with the United States, while unrivaled been undermined by a declining Russia and a toebeaflashpoint. caaindteed, many obsemrvcntners
American economic, cultural, and military rising China, which had also shared nuclear tobeliv tat Plakhpistan' Inulear mand oballistic
dominance made stronger bilateral relations and missile technology with Pakistan. The meissie progamaitns ar eamre adancd blithan
more attractive, second and more important element in its Inias.il Indirams citien will thusaliedfo then

Today, Indian leaders speak of America as thinking was the 1995 indefinite extension of IndeiasIndite futuren in l theushadoweofanrover
a natural ally, yet they still buy cheap arms the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which straegiicthea futrom ai aitn t hesao fat ihosetie
from Russia and are mending relations with aimed to freeze the nuclear status quo; the poltraeical unstableo an wailling tohnage inotie
China, which were badly damaged at the time United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, brliinkallnshiplto andvac witslingtoerests inKah
of the 1998 nuclear tests. With the exception of France, and China were recognized as nuclear brnmir heatinship woavneith Paintrstan re aish
policy toward Pakistan, Indian foreign policy is weapon states, but India was not. The CTBT mi.TerltospwthPktarmin
characterized more by pragmatism than by reinforced the NPT, as would a proposed fissile India's greatest strategic weakness-and its

material cutoff pact. All this meant that India greatest strategic failure.
would forever be a covert nuclear power and in Indian Sphere of Interest
a position of inferiority, especially with regard

Indian leaders have asserted a sphere of
interest stretching from the Persian Gulf and

Ambassador John C. Holzman is a distinguished research fellow in the Institute for National Strategic Centast Asia. Viewingh this region Ocaseenta to
Studies at National Defense University. A career Foreign Service officer, he was ambassador to Bangladesh nast Aioal sieuity they sresins thsentimpranc tof
and served in various posts in Pakistan, India, and Africa. ntoa euiy hysrs h motneo
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Nuclear Weapon and Missile Programs

INDIA PAKISTAN

Nuclear Weapons Nuclear Weapons

" Has signed neither the NPT nor the CTBT n Has signed neither the NPT nor the CTBT

"* Conducted nuclear tests on May 11 and 13, 1998; claimed a total of a Conducted nuclear weapon tests on May 28 and 30, 1998, in response to
five tests Indian tests; claimed a total of six tests

"* Conducted a peaceful nuclear explosive test in 1974; capable of manufac- a Capable of manufacturing complete sets of components for highly en-
turing complete sets of components for plutonium-based nuclear weapons riched uranium-based nuclear weapons; developing capability to produce

"* Has small stockpile of nuclear weapon components and probably can plutonium

deploy a few nuclear weapons within a few days to a week; can deliver a Has small stockpile of nuclear weapon components and can probably
these weapons with fighter aircraft assemble some weapons fairly quickly; can deliver weapons by fighter

"* Announced draft nuclear doctrine in August 1999 of no-first-use; aircraft and possibly missiles

has stated intent to create triad of air-, land-, and sea-based missile Ballistic Missiles
delivery systems

a Not a member of MTCR
Ballistic Missiles a Has development and production facilities for solid and liquid-propellant
"* Not a member of MTCR fuel missiles

"* Has development and production facilities for solid and liquid-propellant a Is developing solid-propellant program:
fuel missiles Hatf I rocket-80-kilometer range (produced)

"* Is developing three versions of liquid-propellant missiles: . Hatf 11-300-kilometer range; based on M-1 1 (being developed)

"* Prithvi SRBM: Prithvi I (army)-1 50-kilometer range (produced) . Shaheen 1-750-kilometer range claimed (tested)

"* Prithvi II (air force)-250-kilometer range (unsuccessfully tested) . Shaheen 11/Ghaznavi-2,000-kilometer range claimed (in design)

"* Dhanush (navy(-250-kilometer range (unsuccessfully tested) a Is developing liquid-propellant program:

"* Is developing solid-propellant Agni MRBM: Ghauri-1,300-kilometer range; based on No Dong (tested)

"* Agni tested in 1994 (estimated range 2,000 kilometers)

"* Agni II tested in April 1999 (estimated range 2,000 kilometers)

"* Also developing SLBM and IRBM

Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, "Proliferation: Threat and Response," January 2001.

political stability, access to energy resources, on Gulf oil and gas. India's apparent goal is to pursue jihad in Kashmir. Without these foreign
open markets for exports, and protection of integrate the Gulf, Central Asia, and South Asia fighters, Indian leaders assert, the insurgency
expatriate Indian nationals. Their concern into a single energy economy. Hence the secu- would have sputtered to an end. Any pipeline
about Islamic militancy and terrorism relates rity of sea-lanes from the Gulf is important, as from Central Asia or the Northern Gulf must
directly to all of these issues. would be a pipeline network. Nearly 4 million cross Pakistan, an obvious obstacle to Indian

a South Asia and the Indian Ocean are Indian expatriates are said to work in the ambitions in the region.
India's home base, and India is more powerful Gulf, and their safety is a concern. During the n Southeast Asia is regarded as a market
than any combination of countries in the Persian Gulf War, India evacuated more than for Indian exports and a source of investment.
region. But the subcontinent is one of the 100,000 of its nationals from Kuwait and Iraq. Trade with the Association of Southeast Asian
poorest and least economically integrated a Central Asia abuts the subcontinent and Nations (ASEAN) exceeds that with Japan,
regions in the world. Apart from dangerously is seen as an unexploited region in which India India's second largest trading partner after the
bad relations with Pakistan, India copes with a would like to have a greater role. Its energy United States. India is developing modest
long-term demographic threat in the east, resources are one reason for the interest, but a security ties with Vietnam and Indonesia, the
where Bangladeshis are spilling out of their more immediate concern is the perceived link two largest Southeast Asian countries and the
country, and with its complicated relations with between the Kashmir insurgency and Islamic two with the most difficult relations with
Sri Lanka, where a Tamil insurgency continues militancy in Afghanistan. The Taliban, sup- China. ASEAN declined to invite India to join
with no end in sight. ported by Pakistan, have allowed Afghanistan their summit meetings with China, Japan, and

w Persian Gulf stability figures promi- to become a training base for militants who South Korea-perhaps because of India's
nently in Indian thinking because the Indian competition with China.
economy will become increasingly dependent
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W~ary Asian Rivals defense. India was alone in praising missile n Terminated military programs and
India and China each carry a great deal defense as an inevitable break with the ortho- restricted high-level contacts, especially on

of emotional baggage about the other. The tw doxy of mutually assured destruction, while security issues.
fought a brief war in 1962 that China won, a Beijing condemned it as a threat to intemna- The U.S. Congress almost immediately
humiliation India will not forget. The border tional stability and Chinese strategic deter- had second thoughts and created a loophole

dsuethat caused the war remains unsettled. rence. Indian leaders probably hope that their that allowed financing for wheat sales to Pak-
dispuemete ftePksaincerwao support might evolve into collaboration on istan to continue. It later initiated and passed
Key eislementsrof th me Pakistan inular weaon missile defense, which could be to their advan- legislation granting the President authority to

check India and tie it down militarily. Indians tge vis-k-vis China and Pakistan. waive sanctions against both countries.
note that international agreements against The administration position evolved at a
proliferation, such as the NPT and the Missile M ltr Le ayslower pace. its policy was to cap Indian and

TehooyControl Regime (MTCR), are used Mi eltr egacyfteCionam isrin Pakistani nuclear and missile programs while

against India but did not prevent this corn- is much-improved ties with India. The March tyngorm agistrenthen sprea nd of s nu lebarlepos
merce to Pakistan. Envious resentment is an 2000 visit by Clinton was a glimpse of what a Indian andgakinstan tesradherenuclea toteapCnsT
element in the rivalry. China's status as a thriving relationship could be--cooperation wndas the Paimmediat tadhrgetbcaue to he trety
member of the UN Security CouncilI and as a wsamjrplc roiyadbcuei
nuclear weapon state under the NPT are the competition with China wseee attmiajor , poincy prorty aondrbease itd
great power trappings that India covets. All of
these were factors when, following the 1998 was almost certainly already announced moratoriums on testing.
nuclear tests, New Delhi pointed to China as its a factor in New Delhi's Sanctions would be eased to the degree that the
primary security threat. Beijing responded by deisootleloow Sging gand wratfyn m theCB
condemning the "outrageous" tests that d cso o w lo enSgigadrtfigteCB
"threatened South Asian stability" and stating missile defense * Refraining from producing fissile mate-

thatit as ridiulos" or ndiato onsderrial and participating in the negotiation of athat~~fssl maera cutof treatys"frIni t onie
China a security threat. across a broad spectrum ranging from democ- fisl Extercisin sutraftegrestrany bo

Despite these tensions, Indian and Chi- racy and governance to agriculture, trade, d Eevelop ing o tradeploing misiestraind aircrat
nese leaders have since invested heavily in energy, science and technology, and security, caelpable of deplveing nuc slesar d w apons af
restoring civility to relations between their Another Clinton legacy is the nuclear sanctions caal Tfdeighening nexp rt contolson sestv
countries. New Delhi understands that China is that remain in place and have not induced ma Ter teia nd tehn t ologie s o estv
the bigger player and that Chinese development either India or Pakistan to curb nuclear Initeiatin an prchoductivesI -ait
will have a profound impact on the stability of weapon and missile programs. The mixed daloguetoain addres ong-stavnding reiotnal
the Asia-Pacific region. China has paid more legacy reflects a conflicted administration that teniaons t anddisues. ogsadigrgoa
attention to Indian concerns since the tests. could not reconcile its commitment to nonpro- Bytheson end ofspthesCitnamiitain
Both believe that tactical engagement holds liferation with its conviction that better rela- B ther hdbend pogrtes Clnon someiofstheseon
more advantages than overt hostility. There tions served long-term American interests, issesha but n povrerall in th meafemt of Kargie
have been high-level visits in both directions, These sanctions were required in part by insoPaesbt oealni thenis wfere at w ors thaneve,
and the two exchanged maps of the disputed the Glenn Amendment to the Arms Export andboth cotntine teson purwrsue their nucear,
border. China offered Pakistan no support Control Act, while others reflected a determina- and missconiue d programs.uTe 1999r Indilanra
during the Kargil incursion, and its present tion not to conduct business as usual. The tinad Seuitmdissiep oryBargra ft. repor o99Ini nNa
position on Kashmir suggests that Pakistan sanctions overlaid existing restrictions on trade tinuclSeardctrine wAdvsor eBleatic Idiaf weouldo
should either settle the dispute bilaterally or with India and Pakistan in sensitive materials, devlelopao"triad ofairrat em oblemtc land-baseoud
put it on the backburner and stop the violence, equipment, and technology that derived missiles an sera-bsd oaicassts," mblland-"anytheat
India has voted to shelve American proposals from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of ofiusies ofd nucearbawedaposses" woud ben coun- t
condemning China for human rights viola- 1978 and U.S. participation in MTCR. The teed The Ifndlan geaovrmnt, olaimingcoun
tions. Bilateral trade is increasing but is still at 1998 sanctions: wate ol miiuredibl deterrn ovrn ent,"camigt
a relatively low level-about $2 billion. a Terminated many foreign assistance wnetherl accetednommrdiaoedil dtherrepot,"bu

Still, India regards China as its greatest programs and reduced lending from the multi- Pakisthrancdewptsd concluiosbasoed one weorst-u
national security threat. Indian leaders rou- lateral development banks caksea scenarios. Sticlldspites thsedlc of progress-
tinely assert that China is modernizing its a Limited even more stringently access to ins thscenareas, reltiondspwitehe Indac had aloready
forces, that its missiles can reach every major American products and technology begn toes impsreltove. t Idahdled
Indian city, and that sensitive equipment and m Restricted exports to "entities" involved beutoipv.
technology are being sent to Pakistan. Indian in Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon C a gn ecpin
competition with China was almost certainly a programs C a gn ecpin
factor in New Delhi's decision to welcome The turnaround reflected an evolution in
President Bush's recent proposals for missile administration thinking toward acknowledging
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and dealing with regional security concerns environmental security, search and rescue, and weapons, and to develop mechanisms for
and away from trying to coerce compliance humanitarian disaster relief. There was a warning the other side of any accidental,
with glohal nonproliferation standards. Four rohust and growing international military unauthorized, or unexplained incident. How-
developments were crucial to this change. education and training (IMET) program in ever, hecause of Kargil, none of these proposals

aDeputy Secretary of State Strohe Talhott which India was an enthusiastic participant- has heen implemented.
had a sustained and fruitful dialogue with a sharp break with past practice. The two sides U.S. policy should encourage India to
Indian Foreign Minister Jaswant Singh which formed a working group on terrorism and resume dialogue with Pakistan, not to deploy
improved understanding of Indian compul- consulted on Afghanistan. India suggested a nuclear weapons or mate them to delivery
sions and its commitment not to proliferate, vehicles, not to test again, and to define its
Singh explained that India would not recon- any effort to foster deterrent at a level that is only defensive and
sider its largely indigenous nuclear program restraint and stability on stahilizes the competition with Pakistan. There
and that under no circumstances would it tes b o in tmutshould he no incentive for either side to con-
negotiate on the hasis of sanctions. tesb o in tmutsider a first strike or for Pakistan to enhance its

s Prime Minister Vajpayee made a sincere begin in New Delhi capahility. The confidence-building proposals
effort to hegin a dialogue with Pakistan hy of Lahore should he revisited and revived.
traveling hy hus to Lahore and publicly ac- revival of the morihund Defense Policy Group, The United States should make clear that
knowledging the legitimacy of Pakistan as a hut the ad~ministration demurred. There re- by addressing the reality of a nuclear South
nation separate from India. mained restrictions on sales to entities that Asia it is not turning its hack on global efforts

a The Kargil episode and President Clin- make a material contrihution to the Indian to comhat weapons of mass destruction.
ton's role in brokering Pakistan's withdrawal nuclear program, on transfers of dual-use The United States should not advocate a
demonstrated that U.S. engagement was imper- equipment and technology, and on sales of renegotiation of the NPT to accommodate
ative for regional stability. Sanctions alone conventional military equipment. India. The administration should instead
were not a basis for such a policy. explain to allies and friends that its revamped

* Indian confidence that the United States A Way Ahead policy toward South Asia is intended to serve
would not threaten its interests was strength- Teaodnefanulrwristethe ultimate purpose of the NPT-the avoid-
ened by the President's help on Kargil and by Teaodnefanulrwristeance of nuclear war. The United States should
the downward plunge in U.S.-Pakistan rela- pnimary U.S. interest in South Asia. Thus, Amer- strongly encourage India and Pakistan to
tions as a result of the October 1999 military ican policy should focus on fostering restraint strengthen their export controls and make

copand Islamabad's support for the Taliban and stability by ad dressing the compulsions that bnigcm imnsntt naei on
and other militant Islamic groups. caused India and Pakistan to develop nuclear stream proliferation.

Although the U.S. commitment to non- weapons. Indo-Pakistani antipathy, Chinese Even as Indian leaders seek better rela-
proliferation still casts a deep shadow across actions, and Indian ambitions are related parts tions with the United States to serve their pur-
relations with India, it was no longer the cen- of the problem. India disregarded the impact of pss hywl eitefrst ii hi re

tra eemnt I hs peeh o heInia Pr- its nuclear and missile programs on Pakistan posesctono they wilrsstuefortnets torlmi theirfre
tral lment. Peidnt hisnpehtothInin Par-lege because of Chinese actions and its own desire for pursuit of great power status.
Indian security perceptions and sovereignty to great power status. India should understand that America
develop nuclear weapons even while stating Though symbolic of an American corn- wants a positive and growing relationship, but
that this was a mistaken course. The United mitment to global nonproliferation, the 1998 development will be a long-term, brick-by-
States left no doubt that it would oppose sanctions are ineffective in deterring Indian brick endeavor, each step dependent on Indian
amending the NPT to recognize India as a and Pakistani nuclear and missile programs actions and based on a coincidence of interests.
nuclear weapon state. But President Clinton a .nd may aggravate, rather than reduce, ten- The United States should be clear that it is
also began to waive sanctions imposed after the sions between India and China. They should be interested in stability on the subcontinent and
tests. Prime Minister Vajpayee did not sign the discarded as soon as possible. This would apply that it is not giving India a free hand.
CTB'g but committed not to block it from to Pakistan as well as India. A rising India's potential to play a greater
coming into force and not to conduct tests in Any effort to foster restraint and stability role in the Asia-Pacific region also justifies
the interim. Given Senate rejection of the on the subcontinent must begin in New Delhi. investments in improved relations. Indian
CTBT1 this promise was all that could reason- Pakistan is too insecure and weak even to interests are broadly compatible with those of
ably be expected. The two countries seemed to contemplate initiating a process of ddtente with America-whether it is security and stability in
be nearing the point of agreeing to disagree India. Restraint is not a lost cause. India and the Gulf and Central Asia or engaging China to
about India's decision to become an overt Pakistan agreed in Lahore in 1999 to consult influence its future behavior and development.
nuclear weapon state. on security concepts and nuclear doctrines with Proposing an overt U.S.-India coalition to

In the critical area of security relations, the aim of adopting confidence-building meas- contain China would be a mistake. China
the Clinton administration authorized resump- ures. Each was willing to notify the other in would be defensive, and India would probably
tion of military cooperation, hut only for dia- advance of ballistic missile tests, to undertake reject any structured proposal that might
logue and joint exercises on peacekeeping, national measures to reduce the risk of acci- compromise its independence of action.

dental or unauthorized use of nuclear
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U.S.-India security cooperation in the their security cooperation is not intended to put United States believes Pakistan is a country
Asia-Pacific region on a case-by-case basis is China at a strategic disadvantage, with a future
possible and desirable, and the United States II Encouraging the international financial
should be open to opportunities that are corn- Building Confidence institutions to continue to work with Pakistan
patible with the interests of other partners (for Pksawilfethaendbasutn- to revive the economy
example, Japan, South Korea, and ASEAN). If Piaksawll f..fii ertreltrateonedhby andsubstab- a Broadening military-to-military ex-

tialraio U.S-Indiaoabradr nda changes and theater engagement activities,
role in the region, perhaps as a counterweight motivated to strengthen its deterrent capabili- including exercises focused on peacekeeping,
to China, then U.S. interests will be served, ties by seeking additional equipment andfudnasbtnil MTpormad

Regular and more substantive military-to- technology from China or North Korea. The, fundtaing reua r substantia l eTxroraandes
military ties should be a key element in devel- United states should try to head off this possi- iiitn eua ihlvlecags
oping greater security cooperation. These For too long America has tried to fit India
should include regular counterpart visits, joint U..S.-India relations will and its neighbors into larger, global strategies
exercises, intelligence sharing on terrorism and thrive to the extent that rather than engaging them on their own terms.
peacekeeping, and possibly military sales that ndah sc nie etat The logic of an India-first policy is that it can
do not threaten regional stability. Negotiate a Idah sc nie etat foster greater stability in a dangerous region
general security of military information agree- the United States takes it while developing broader and better relations
ment as soon as possible. Consider cooperation and its concerns seriously with a rising market-democracy. Such a policy
on missile defense. will not be easily implemented and will require

U.S. -India relations will thrive to the bltbyruidnabdydmgerlton careful handling. India should not be compla-
extent that India has confidence that the bl. siwity by isan rebuild ing a ie badly dama edeain cent about the United States. Moreover, Pak-
United States takes it and its concerns seriousy shp wihPksa.Rsoigte ihteistan and China must be reassured. Pakistan,
India will respond positively to gestures that military should be an important part of this must not be backed into a corner. The sobering
demonstrate a genuine American conviction effort, since the military will control Pakistan's possibility of nuclear war on the subcontinent
that it is an important international player. nuclear weapons and have a major voice in makes this approach imperative.

The Bush administration should maintain national decisionmaking. India should be
the ometumin blatralreltion byfolow- brought to understand the value of improved

igthr omnugh on agreementsretothavethefPresi- U. S.-Pakistan relations. However, neither Pak-
dengthog and PgrimmeMnister beanvegua touh, tosi istan nor India should have any illusions that
hol ad strategMiconisteeieultaios to uh cnu ton America seeks a reprise of its Cold War partner-
security and proliferation issues, and to expand shpwtPaianTeU..imstold

econmic scintiicand ultral ies ItPakistan the confidence to engage with India.
shoould , asocoensiideran cperation .onncla Given overlapping sanctions against Pakistan,
safety ando onspacer exploration, inncludin rebuilding the relationship will require legisla-
laeyaudnc vehicles, poatoinldn tion, and there should be close prior consulta-

launc vehiles.tions with Congress. The United States should

Taking Account of China consider the following steps:
nFunding for democracy and governance

Indian leaders have valid concerns about programs through nongovernmental organiza-
the Chinese role on the subcontinent. Indian tions that strengthen the institutions of civil
leaders may be concerned that policies engen- society
dering stability on the subcontinent could put a Increasing funding for primary educa-
them at a greater disadvantage vis-ý.-vis China. tion, family planning, child survival, or micro-
Improving U.S.-India security ties may miti- credit programs as a tangible indicator that the
gate these concerns, but they may also threaten
China, especially if missile defense were a part
of the equation. China may then resume or
expand its commerce in sensitive items to The Institute for National Strategic Studies publishes The Strategic Forum series presents original research by

Pakistan. These tensions cannot be avoided, bon~os monographs, and reports an national security members of tie National Defense University asnwell a

but they should be kept in mind, strategy, defense policy, end national military strategy, other scholars and specialists in national security affairs
For informnation en NDIJ Press visit the Web site at 'rom this country and abroad. The opinions, conclusions,American policy should take into account http://www.ndu.edu/inss/press/ndup?.htoml. INSS also -and recommendations expressed or implied witin are
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